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Ž .Volume 214, Number 2 1999 , in Article ID jabr.1998.7691, ``For Which
Pseudo Reflection Groups Are the p-adic Polynomial Invariants Again a
Polynomial Algebra?'' by D. Notbohm,* pages 553]570: Unfortunately, it
turned out that the above-mentioned paper contains a closable gap. The
Ž .proof of the first half of Theorem 1.4 in Section 4 pp. 563]564 is not
complete. First of all, in the table given in the proof some cases are
missing. Besides the mentioned cases of irreducible pseudo reflection
groups over the p-adic rationals there are three more for which p divides
the order of the group and which are not excluded by the assumptions,
namely:
No. G W W Prime1
Ž . Ž .35 SU 2 = SU 6 Ý = Ý W p s 5,2 7 E6
Ž .36 SU 7 Ý W p s 5, 78 E7
Ž .37 SU 8 Ý W p s 79 E8
w x ŽFor all cases the information may be found in 11 . Note. Reference
.citations refer to the reference list in the original article. For Nos. 36 and
w x Ž37 the information is also contained in 2 . The numbering of the cases
w x.refers to the Clark]Ewing list 7 . All three cases come from exceptional
Ž .simply connected compact Lie groups E , E , and E , and the associated6 7 8
Žlattices are therefore simply connected they are already simply connected
.as W -lattices .G
Now we want to apply Corollary 2.6 to conclude that the lattices are
polynomial as W-lattices. But this corollary is based on Proposition 2.5
whose proof has a gap. A more detailed analysis shows that we cannot
argue analogously to the proof of the Shephard]Todd Theorem as given in
w x17, 7.4.1 . But the argument given in the proof of Corollary 2.6 is sufficient
to prove a weaker version:
Ž .LEMMA. Let L be a p-adic lattice and let W “ Gl L be a pseudo
reflection group. Let W ; W be a subgroup of index coprime to p such that L1
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w xWis polynomial as a W lattice. Then, if F Lrp is a polynomial algebra, L is1 p
polynomial as a W-lattice.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 we only have to show that in all
w xWcases given in the tables the ring of invariants F Lrp is always ap
polynomial algebra. This makes the above lemma applicable. For the cases
numbered 1 and 2b this is obvious; for No. 12 we get the Dickson algebra;
w xfor No. 2a this may be found in 14 ; and all other cases may be found
w xin 12 .
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